
Incident Mar. 15, 2022:
Degraded IO cluster
Availability: Elevated errors, impacted sales

% of clients affected: Up to 100% of IO stores

Duration of incident: 2 hours and 7 minutes

Symptoms

From 22h46 to 00h53 UTC, customers that tried to use VTEX IO stores would
sometimes receive “Broken Circuit exceptions”.

Summary

At 22:46 UTC, we identified an increase in internal server errors on our platform.
Upon further investigation, we discovered that the network layer in one of our IO clusters
was impeding our app authorization layer from being fully available, making IO apps unable
to communicate with each other. This also resulted in stores slowly degrading into errors
once caches started expiring.

After some attempts at fixing the authorization layer, we decided to switch to another
cluster. This restored all communications, and store behavior went back to normal.

Timeline

[2022-03-15 22:46 UTC] Our VTEX IO cluster network layer started to impede our
authorization layer from working.



[2022-03-15 23:15 UTC] We diagnosed the problem with the authorization system: apps
could not communicate between themselves.

[2022-03-15 23:22 UTC] We identified the faulty instances of the authorization system and
started to redirect traffic from the unhealthy cluster to an already existing cluster. We couldn’t
redirect the whole traffic, as the cluster didn’t have the resources to handle it.

[2022-03-15 23:34 UTC] We created a new cluster to handle stores’ traffic and started
redirecting the remaining traffic.

[2022-03-16 00:53 UTC] Traffic was fully redirected to the new cluster. Error levels
decreased to normal values, and operations were fully reestablished.

Mitigation strategy

First, we sent part of the traffic in the unhealthy cluster to an existing, healthy one.
While this happened, we provisioned a new cluster and slowly got traffic into it. Once all
traffic in the unhealthy cluster was diverted, errors decreased to normal levels.

Follow-up actions: preventing future failures

We recognize that this incident had a major impact and was not diagnosed as such
in its response. We failed to escalate the impact of the incident to a global level, and
therefore our response wasn’t as fast as it should’ve been.

As a follow-up to this incident, we will review our alarm alerting policies to ensure
problems like this one do not go unnoticed. We will also review our engineering training for
better crisis management.

Apart from doing a root cause analysis of the networking layer and applying fixes in
order to prevent future incidents, we will also do thorough tests and reviews of the applied
mitigation strategy of moving traffic between environments to ensure faster mitigation and
less degradation.


